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This assignment will demonstrate how indexing can increase the speed of a query. Due to space constraint, for this 
assignment, you will download a relatively large sample data set, source it into your MySQL database, and explore 
indexing in your space. Then you will use my copy of a larger dataset to execute queries multiple times (to avoid 
system cold start) with and without an index.  NOTE: Do not wait until the day before the assignment is due to start.  
The query may take a long time to execute and then several minutes to display the results. 
 
We have collected one-day’s worth of taxicab trajectories for 17,000 taxis in Shanghai, China, containing over 48.1 
million GPS records with eight attributes.   
 

Attribute Description 
ctime time of gps report 
carid taxi identification number 
x longitude in decimal format 
y latitude in decimal (not given to you due to data distribution constraints) 
carstat indicates if the taxi cab is occupied, empty, or unknown 
flag indicates the direction of movement at ctime 
carspeed instantaneous speed of the taxi 
gscode   taxi cab company identifier 

 
1. Log into your MySQL database on the CSE servers, create a table called taxigps for this dataset, and then exit 
MySQL. The MySQL create table statement is below: 
 

CREATE TABLE taxigps ( 
  ctime     datetime, 
  carid     mediumint, 
  x         double(9,6), 
  y         double(9,6), 
  carstat   tinyint, 
  flag      tinyint, 
  carspeed  smallint, 
  gscode    tinyint 
) engine=MyISAM;   

 
2. Download the taxidata.sql file and upload it to your home directory on the CSE servers (there are no guarantees 
this will work on your own system). Source the data file into your taxigps table using the Linux command line. 
Where [EUID] is your EUID. 
 

mysql -h student-db -u [EUID] -p [EUID] < taxidata.sql 
 
3. Log back into MySQL using this command.  Use the following statement to disable caching. 
 
      SET SESSION query_cache_type=0; 

 
4. Now look at the table columns, size and row size of the table you created, and some rows: 

 
DESC taxigps; 
 
SELECT table_name AS "Table",  round(((data_length + index_length) / 

1024 / 1024), 2) "Size in MB", Avg_row_length  
FROM information_schema.TABLES  
WHERE TABLE_NAME = 'taxigps'; 



 
SELECT * FROM taxigps LIMIT 0, 10; /*shows the 10 rows from row 1*/ 

 
5. Look at what indexes exist for your tables by typing the following. It should report an empty set. 
 
  SHOW INDEX FROM taxigps; 
 
7. Create indexes on record the index creation time: 

 
CREATE INDEX t_index ON taxigps(ctime) USING BTREE; 
CREATE INDEX x_index ON taxigps(x) USING BTREE; 
CREATE INDEX y_index ON taxigps(y) USING BTREE; 

 
8. Look at the index size: 
 

SELECT table_name AS "Table",  round(((data_length + index_length) / 
1024 / 1024), 2) "Size in MB", Avg_row_length  

FROM information_schema.TABLES  
WHERE TABLE_NAME = 'taxigps'; 
 

9. Practice GRANT privilege: 
 

GRANT SELECT ON yourEUID.taxigps TO jwp0101; 
 
10. Now you are going to execute queries on my tables. Execute the following queries and record the query response 
times; 

 
(Q11) SELECT * FROM huangyan.gpssource2 
      WHERE x= 201.286360; 
 
(Q12) SELECT * FROM huangyan.gpssource2 
      WHERE x> 200 AND x< 205; 
 
(Q13) SELECT * FROM huangyan.gpssource2 
      WHERE y < 31 AND y > 30.5; 

 
(Q14) SELECT * FROM huangyan.gpssource2 
      WHERE x> 200 AND x< 205 AND y < 31 AND y > 30.5; 

 
(Q15) SELECT * FROM huangyan.gpssource2 

            WHERE ctime = '2009-05-29 17:48:17'; 
 
(Q16) SELECT * FROM huangyan.gpssource2 

            WHERE ctime = '2009-05-29 00:10:17' AND carid = '33045'; 
 

(Q17) SELECT * FROM huangyan.gpssource2 t2, huangyan.gpssource2 t1 
            WHERE t2.ctime = '2009-05-29 17:48:17' AND t2.carid = '33045' AND 
t2.ctime = t1.ctime; 

 
 
(Q21) SELECT * FROM huangyan.gpssource3 
      WHERE x= 201.286360; 
 
(Q22) SELECT * FROM huangyan.gpssource3 
      WHERE x> 200 AND x< 205; 
 
(Q23) SELECT * FROM huangyan.gpssource3 



      WHERE y < 31 AND y > 30.5; 
 

(Q24) SELECT * FROM huangyan.gpssource3 
      WHERE x> 200 AND x< 205 AND y < 31 AND y > 30.5; 

 
(Q25) SELECT * FROM huangyan.gpssource3 

            WHERE ctime = '2009-05-29 17:48:17'; 
 
(Q26) SELECT * FROM huangyan.gpssource3 

            WHERE ctime = '2009-05-29 00:10:17' AND carid = '33045'; 
 

(Q27) SELECT * FROM huangyan.gpssource3 t2, huangyan.gpssource2 t1 
            WHERE t2.ctime = '2009-05-29 17:48:17' AND t2.carid = '33045' AND 
t2.ctime = t1.ctime; 

 
Questions: 
 
(1) Why Q14 is faster than Q13? 
(2) Why Q21, Q22 have similar execution time? 
(3) Why Q14 is much faster than Q24? 
(4) What may be the reason that Q23 is not faster than Q13 although there is an index on y for table 

gpssource3? 
(5) Why Q24 is slow although there is an index on y of gpssource3? 
(6) Compare the execution times of Q23 and Q24, explain what you see. 
(7) Why Q25 and Q26 have similar execution time? 
(8) Q17 is a join on the two large tables. Why it is not very slow? 
(9) Similarly, Q27 is a join on the two large tables. Why it is not very slow? 
 
 

 
11. Create a text file called index_times.txt . (1) Describe what indexes are available for tables gpssource2 and 
gpssource3; (2) place the execution times for each pair of queries (example, Q11 and Q21 is a pair) side to side, 
clearly indicating which are with the index and which are without.  For each query, provide an explanation to 
explain the reason of the response times; (3) answer the specific questions posted under step 10; (4)  include the 
sizes of the tables and the sizes of indexes of huangyan.gpssource2 and huangyan.gpssource3. Submit this file on 
CSE using the project command under the project name indexing. 


